
Cosmic Clay Ring - Bermuda Blue
Project R615
Designer: Julie Bean

Add some serious sparkle to your wardrobe with this modern design inspired cosmic ring. Once you discover how easy this ring is to make,
you will be giving them as gifts to all your friends!

What You'll Need

Silver Plated Round Bezel Adjustable Ring 21mm (1)
SKU: FRG-0780
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Cosmic Ring Pendant 4139 20mm Bermuda
Blue (1)

SKU: SWC-9029
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 1028 Xilion Round Stone Crystal Chatons
pp14/2.05mm Jet Unfoiled (40)

SKU: SWCH-11415
Project uses 32 pieces

Crystal Clay 2-Part Epoxy Clay Kit 'Primary Blue' 25 Grams
SKU: TRC-241
Project uses 1 package

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Magical Rhinestone Pick Up Tool With Cleaning Kit - Great For
Placing Flatback Rhinestones

SKU: XTL-4004

Instructions:

NOTE: You will need a pair of disposable gloves for this project.

1. To learn how to use Crystal Clay 2-part epoxy clay and to make this ring, please watch the video: How to Use Crystal Clay.

2. Mix up a pea size amount of part A and a pea size amount of part B blue Crystal Clay (equal amounts) as seen in the video. Mix for
3 minutes until all striations are gone.

3. Pinch off a small bit of the clay you just mixed and flatten it with your fingers. Press into the base of your silver plated 21mm bezel
ring. Place the Swarovski Crytsal 20mm cosmic ring in bermuda blue directly on top of the clay and press down.

4. Roll your remaining mixed clay from step 1 into a ball. Place that ball into the center of the cosmic ring. Press down slightly and
smooth out gently with your finger.

5. Take your Magic Pick and place your Swarovski Crytsal chatons in jet directly into the clay ball you just placed. Press them into the
clay so that the top edge of the crystal is just under the surface edge of the clay. I chose to place them in an orderly fashion by
making a row of chatons nearest to the cosmic ring and then worked my way towards the center of the clay ball. However, you can
place your chatons anyway you like.

6. Once all of your chatons are placed, lightly tap the surface of the chatons/clay with your finger to make sure all the stones are set.

7. Let cure in an upright position for 24 hours.

8. Enjoy your new ring!

Variations

Choose a different color of Swarovski 20mm cosmic ring and then pick your clay and crystal chatons to match!

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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